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BOOKS RECEIVED


... AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. By William M. Kunstler. Dobbs Ferry: Oceana Publications, Inc. 1963. Pp. xv, 239. $3.95. Recent civil rights cases discussed in factual form by counsel to Dr. Martin Luther King.


BLACK MAN IN THE WHITE HOUSE. By E. Frederick Morrow. New York: Coward-McCann. 1963. Pp. 308. $5.95. The first Negro to serve on a presidential staff in an executive capacity underscores the civil rights policy of the last administration.


BOOKS RECEIVED

1963]

THE LAWYER IN SOCIETY. By James J. Cavanaugh. New York: Philosophical Library. 1963. Pp. 82. $3.00. A lawyer's attempt to understand lawyers and to make them understood by laymen.


LISTEN TO LEADERS IN LAW. Edited by Albert Love and James Saxon Childers. New York, Chicago and San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1963. Pp. xii, 332. $4.75. Personal stories and advice by sixteen distinguished lawyers. A companion of Listen to Leaders in Business and Listen to Leaders in Medicine, by the same editors and publisher.


SPEISER'S AVIATION LAW GUIDE. By Stuart M. Speiser. Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc. 1962. Pp. v, 264. $4.50 paperbound. A guide to provide the researching attorney with a wide view of all aspects of the aviation industry which he is likely to encounter.


* Reviewed in this volume.